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FREE LEGAL RESEARCH: A COMPARISON OF FINDLAW,
LEXISONE, AND THE LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE
WEBSITES
Kathryn Hensiak*
Over the years, many legal research websites have come and
gone; some have stood the test of time. Despite the shortcomings of
many, these websites can provide a viable alternative to printmaterials
or subscription databases such as LexisNexis and Westlaw. This
column will take a critical look at Findlaw and LII as well as a relative
newcomer, lexisONE. I will compare these three websites and discuss
their respective merits and shortcomings.

Almost ten years have passed since the Internet was discovered to be
an effective means to conduct legal research. It has been over five
years since two major free legal research websites were launched Findlaw (http://www.findlaw.com) and LII (Legal Information
Institute, http://www.law.comell.edu). Riding the wave of euphoria
generated by the dot-com era, many legal researchers were convinced
that free websites would serve as a panacea for skyrocketing legal
research costs associated with print materials and online databases.
Over the years, however, many legal research websites have come and
gone. Some have stood the test of time like Findlaw and LII. A
significant amount of time has passed since these websites burst on the
legal research scene, as this column will point out, but admittedly very
little has been done to improve the content or search capabilities.
Despite the shortcoming, the free legal websites do provide a viable
alternative to print materials or subscription databases such as
LexisNexis and Westlaw. This column will take a critical look at
Findlaw and LII as well as a relative newcomer, lexisONE
(http://www.lexisone.com). I will compare these three websites and
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discuss their respective merits and shortcomings.
FINDLAW
Findlaw was founded in 1995 by attorneys Timothy Stanley and Stacy
Stern as part of a workshop presented to Northern California Law
Librarians. The presentation was so well received, that Stanley and
Stern were encouraged to post the material on the Web. In January
1996, Findlaw was launched on the Web. In January 2001, West
Group acquired Findlaw. Although Findlaw remains an independent
division of West Group, according to the Findlaw website, the
partnership with West Group has "enabled a rapid expansion of the
number and variety of free offerings, as well as the creation of new,
more powerful services." The website receives a portion of its funding
through advertising revenue and paid placements.
Findlaw's homepage is organized into four main content areas
based on the type of researcher visiting the site. The four different user
groups are the following: legal professionals, law students, business
people, and members of the public. For purposes of this column, I will
focus on the links for legal professionals.
The most valuable links for legal professionals are the links to
primary resources both at the federal and state level. Findlaw provides
links to the United States Constitution, the United States Code, United
States Supreme Court opinions, and opinions of the Federal Court of
Appeals. Findlaw also provides links to the websites of the Federal
District Courts. In addition to federal primary materials, Findlaw also
provides access to individual state websites that contain state
constitutions, statutes, and case law.
In addition to links to primary sources at the federal and state
level, Findlaw also provides links to foreign and international
materials. Findlaw also provides links to secondary materials, such as
forms and reference resources. Other notable features of Findlaw
include a news and commentary section as well as a search engine that
allows users to search only legal websites.
LEXISONE
Findlaw's primary competitor is lexisONE, a relatively new player in
the web-based legal research market. Launched in July 2000, by
LexisNexis, lexisONE was created to provide an alternative web-based
resource for solo practitioners and attorneys at small firms who may
not have access to extensive print materials or subscription databases.
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The content on lexisONE is free. However, attorneys have the option
to jump on to the traditional LexisNexis system by entering their credit
card information and then paying for searches incurred during the
session. The business model for lexisONE is based on serving the
needs of solo practitioners and small law firms in a cost effective
manner.
The strength of lexisONE is its case law collection. The website
has a searchable database of opinions for the United States Supreme
Court, the Federal Court of Appeals, and state case law. With the
exception of the Supreme Court opinions that go back to 1790, the
opinions for the federal and state courts only go back for the past five
years. Compared to Findlaw and LII, lexisONE is unique because it
permits researchers to search all state case law or all federal case law at
once. Findlaw and LII only allow researchers to search one state or
one federal circuit at a time. In addition to case law, lexisONE also
provides access to legal forms. Researchers are able to access the
online forms two ways. First, forms are organized by topic such as
criminal, real estate, or Uniform Commercial Code. In addition, the
free forms include some forms published by Matthew Bender. This
website also has a directory of legal websites and provides links to
websites for all fifty states.
LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE (LII)

Findlaw and lexisONE are two commercial sites that are motivated to
provide accessibility to legal research resources for financial gain. In
contrast, LII is a non-profit website that provides access to similar
information. Consequently, researchers using LII will not find any
advertisements or paid placements on the website. Thomas R. Bruce,
the former Director of Education Technologies at Cornell Law School,
and Peter W. Martin, a professor of law at Cornell Law School,
founded LII in 1992. The National Center for Automated Information
Research gave LII a sizable grant that provided funding to cover the
start-up costs associated with LII. Since its inception, LII has
continued as a non-profit entity supported by Cornell Law School and
receives its funding through grants, the consulting work of its codirectors, and gifts.
LII provides access to federal case law and codes as well as links
to state case law and codes. In addition, LII provides access to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure, the Federal Rules of Evidence, and the Uniform
Commercial Code. One of the best features of LII is the topical library.
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The library topics cover a wide range of legal issues such as disability
law, estate and gift tax, estate planning, income tax, insurance, real
estate transactions, and social security. Each topic will have an
overview of the law and a menu of sources that lists relevant links to
primary law. The topical libraries are an example of LII's attempt to
improve its website and differentiate itself from competitors such as
Findlaw and lexisONE.
COMPARISON: U.S. SUPREME COURT CASE LAW
Findlaw has Supreme Court opinions going back to 1893 or beginning
with volume 150 of the official UnitedStates Reports. Options include
browsing by volume or year, searching by citation or party name, and
searching the full text of the opinions. To browse by volume or search
by citation, the researcher must know the official citation to the United
States Reports. Citations to the unofficial reporters, United States
Supreme Court Reports (Lawyer's Edition) and Supreme Court
Reporter will not work. This is surprising because West, who also
owns Findlaw, publishes the Supreme Court Reporter. This serves as
an example of how Findlaw has failed to make improvements to the
website even after it was acquired by West Group.
Findlaw has several advanced searching features with its full text
searching of Supreme Court opinions. Phrases can be searched by
using quotation marks. Unfortunately, Findlaw only recognizes four
basic Boolean operators: AND, OR, NOT and NEAR. This is another
instance where Findlaw has not made an attempt to improve the search
functions on the website. In addition to these search features, Findlaw
also allows the asterisk as a wildcard character. For example, the
search query "free speech and flag burn*" will retrieve all of the
variations of the verb "bum."
In comparison to Findlaw, the coverage for Supreme Court
opinions on LII only goes back to 1990. While, LII does have some
selected historical opinions available prior to 1990 this collection is not
comprehensive. Opinions are searchable by topic, citation, name, or
date. Researchers are able to view an alphabetical list of the historical
opinions available for searching on LII. The ability to browse by topic
is unique to the LII website and one of the strengths of the site.
Findlaw also has this ability but only for cases decided after September
2000. Researchers may browse both the current decisions and the
historical decisions by topic. Browsing by topic is helpful when a
researcher is beginning a research project. Rather than having to craft
a Boolean search in an area of law that is unfamiliar, the researcher is
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able to browse cases on a particular topic selected by a human editor.
In many ways, this feature mirrors a print digest. In addition to
searching by topic, LII also allows searching by author. This feature is
helpful when researchers need to find opinions written by a certain
justice. One drawback of LII is the full text searching of opinions.
Although the search engine does recognize Boolean operators, the
search engine does not offer any help menus to assist with the search.
In contrast to the search engines for Findlaw and lexisONE, LII is not
clear about what Boolean operators are available to the researcher.
Another disadvantage of LII is that it does not allow the researcher to
search by citation.
Compared to Findlaw and LII, lexisONE provides the best search
options for finding Supreme Court opinions. To begin with, lexisONE
has the best historical coverage of Supreme Court Opinions. Coverage
begins in 1790 compared to 1893 for Findlaw and 1990 for LII (LII
also has some historical coverage, but it is incomplete). Unlike
Findlaw that only allows searching by official citation and LII that does
not allow searching by citation at all, lexisONE permits the researcher
to search by official or unofficial citation. Researchers may also search
by party names, counsel names, or by the justice who authored the
opinion. In addition to these features, lexisONE has very advanced full
text searching capabilities in comparison to Findlaw and LII.
Researchers will recognize many of the search features from the
traditional LexisNexis system. In addition to traditional Boolean
operators such as AND, OR and NOT, lexisONE also permits
searching within the same sentence, within the same paragraph, and
within a certain number of words. This website also allows wildcard
characters, date restrictions, and limited segment searching. Also,
lexisONE allows use of the ATLEAST command. The ATLEAST
command is a powerful search technique also available on LexisNexis.
Essentially, this command allows researchers to retrieve documents
where a certain term or terms appear a certain amount of times in a
given document. For example, the search "ATLEAST5(medicare)"
would retrieve documents where the term "medicare" appears at least
five times in the document. This is an excellent search technique that
increases the likelihood of retrieving relevant documents.
All three of these web sites provide access to Supreme Court
Opinions. The main advantage of using these websites is that the
service is absolutely free. For that reason, these websites are a good
resource for retrieving the text of specific opinions. Furthermore, these
websites are a good starting point for Supreme Court case law research.
However, due to the limitations of the search capabilities, the lack of
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editorial enhancements, and the inability to update the cases with a
citator, researchers should be cautious when utilizing these websites in
lieu of other available resources. The cases retrieved on any one of
these web sites will not contain summaries, headnotes, or other
editorial enhancements found in print materials or on LexisNexis or
Westlaw. Also, it is impossible to update a case free of charge on the
Internet. Researchers should remember to Shepardize or Keycite any
case law retrieved on these websites.
COMPARISON: U.S. STATUTES

Both Findlaw and LII provide access to the U.S. Code. Unfortunately,
at this time, lexisONE does not provide access to the Code. This is a
shortcoming of lexisONE. Both Findlaw and LII use the version of the
official Code provided by the United States House of Representatives.
Despite this similarity, there are some differences in search capabilities
and presentation of the Code on each website. LII allows the
researcher to find a section of the Code by citation. Also, the
researcher may browse or search by title. Another easy way to find a
relevant code section is to use the popular name table. LII has a
popular name table, but unfortunately it is not updated regularly. LII
permits full text searching of the Code. The search engine for LII
permits the use of Boolean operators. LII also has some editorial
enhancements added to each section including notes, updates, parallel
authorities located in the Code of Federal Regulations, and topical
references. One advantage of LII is that it has a "browse" feature that
allows the researcher to look at sections of the Code that come before
and after the section they are viewing. A big weakness of LII is that
the website no longer lists in the upper right hand corner the date the
particular Code section was last updated. Previously, this information
was provided on the website. An email to the Webmaster about this
missing information sent months ago was never answered. Without
date information, the Code on LII has very little research value.
Hopefully, this problem will be corrected soon.
Findlaw has many of the same features as LII when it comes to
searching the U.S. Code. Researchers can look for Code sections by
citation or popular name. Researchers also are able to browse by title
and search the full text of the Code using Boolean operators. Similar to
LII, the search results are not displayed in a user-friendly manner. It is
often difficult to ascertain relevant sections because very little
information other than the title and section number is given about the
Code section. This is another example of websites failing to improve
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their content and search capabilities over time.
To update Code sections on both Findlaw and LII, researchers
should use the classifications tables located on the House of
Representatives website (http://uscode.house.gov).
To update,
researchers should first note the date the Code section was last updated.
As previously mentioned, with LII this is impossible because the date
information is no longer listed along with each Code section. Next,
researchers should search each set of classification tables for the
periods since the Code section was last updated. Researchers are able
to search the classification tables by Code title and section. The
classification table will tell the researcher if that Code provision has
been repealed, amended or changed in some way. The classification
table will list the public law number that affected the Code provision.
Finally, researchers would need to consult that public law to determine
whether the change affects their particular legal issue. Public laws can
be found on Thomas, a service of the Library of Congress
(http://thomas.loc.2ov).
Similar to searching Supreme Court opinions on these websites,
searching the U.S. Code is also cumbersome in comparison to
LexisNexis and Westlaw or even print resources. However, the U.S.
Code is available for free on these websites. As a result, these websites
may provide a good starting point for research. Coupled with other
research tools, taking advantage of these websites is an effective way to
save money when conducting research.
Findlaw, LII, and lexisONE provide researchers with a free
alternative to print resources and LexisNexis or Westlaw. These
websites provide a good starting point for many legal research topics.
However, none of the websites mentioned in this column is a complete
replacement for other traditional research tools. As always, researchers
must be informed and savvy consumers of legal information.
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